Gain
productivity.
Automatically.

Microsoft Power Platform
One connected platform that empowers everyone to innovate

Build web and mobile
apps and workflows
fast and
without limits

Gain insights from your
data regardless of
where it lives

Enterprise-ready
security and
governance

Automate and integrate business
processes with Power Automate
 Automate and model business processes across your
apps and services
 From simple automations to advanced scenarios with
branches, loops, and more
 Trigger actions, grant approvals, and get notifications
right where you work
 Automate legacy, on-prem and cloud-based
applications and services

Gain insights from your data regardless
of where it lives with Power BI
 Connect to all your data and get a consolidated view
across your business through a single pane of glass
 Create ad-hoc analysis, live dashboards and interactive
reports that are easy to consume on the web and across
mobile devices
 Build smart apps by infusing insights from your data and
drive action with the power of the Power Platform

Build powerful virtual agents with
Power Virtual Agents
 Enable subject matter experts to easily create powerful
virtual agents using a guided, no-code graphical
interface—all without the need for data scientists or
developers.
 Enable the virtual agent to take action on the customer’s
behalf. Easily integrate your virtual agent with hundreds of
services and systems out of the box or create custom
workflows.
 Keep an eye on how your virtual agent is performing by
using conversational metrics and dashboards. Get indepth AI-driven insights to improve bot performance.

Customize, extend, and build all the apps you need
Seamless Dynamics 365, Office 365, and Azure integration along with connectors to more than 200 data sources

Tailor out-of-the-box
solutions, embedded forms
and dashboards

Highly customized taskand role-based apps

Immersive, end-to-end
solutions

Enterprise-grade management and control
 All identity is managed through Azure Active Directory,
enabling rich policies and multi-factor authentication
 Admin Center providing full audit logs, usage analytics,
data loss prevention, security and data management
 Centrally manage all your apps, first and third party,
deployed across your organization

Enterprise-grade

Cloud and on-premises connectivity

Pro-developer extensibility

Cloud and on-premises connectivity
 Built-in connectivity to over 270+ cloud services, files,
databases, web APIs, etc.
 Seamless hybrid connectivity to on-premises systems via
the On-Premises Data Gateway
 Build custom connectors for everyone to leverage

Enterprise-grade

Cloud and on-premises connectivity

Pro-developer extensibility

Amplify professional developer productivity
 Extend applications using custom code
 Build custom controls and connectors that everyone can
use with Power Apps component framework
 Write advanced client or server-side logic leveraging
Azure Machine Learning, Cognitive Services, Bing APIs,
custom code, or any service of your choice
 Leverage Azure DevOps to seamlessly manage your
solution

Enterprise-grade

Cloud and on-premises connectivity

Pro-developer extensibility

Transform YOUR business now
Want to know if your business is ready for its digital transformation and identify areas for improvement,
while staying secure? Our goal is to transform your workplace into an enthusiastic environment for
your people to work better, faster, and smarter.
If you’re familiar with these situations, we can help:




You're paying for Microsoft 365, but aren't using half of what's included
You often lose files, have tedious business processes and lose time with repetitive tasks
You know your team can leverage Teams better and increase your collaboration

Book us for a quick call. No commitment, free of charge.

Book us now

 Collaborate in the Cloud with Creospark and Microsoft 365 today.
About Creospark
Business transformation is our expertise at Creospark. However, we focus on the people, rather
than the technology.
Microsoft 365, Microsoft and the cloud have no secret for us, whether you are in a 10 people
business or a 20,000 people enterprise. Our goal is to transform your workplace into a collaborative
environment for your people to work better, faster, and smarter.
We fuel teams to be more productive, while making work more fun. We don’t just complete the
work but explain the why, and the art of the possible.

“

Creospark was an amazing partner that helped us with our Office 365, Teams & SharePoint
environments from licensing, planning, development, implementation and training for our
entire company. If you’re looking for knowledgeable, fast and friendly technology partners,
we highly recommend them!

”

-Health One Medical Management Team

Want to learn more?
info@creospark.com
www.creospark.com

It’s easy to
get started.

Creospark.com
+1 416-788-0031
Info@creospark.com

